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About Dan Siegel
Law Offices of Daniel J. Siegel, LLC
Practicing Attorney – Focusing on:
Ethical Guidance for Attorneys
Appellate Writing 
Workersʼ Compensation
Assisting With the Things That Keep 
Attorneys Awake All Night
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Now Available from PBI 

Ethics Resources

Phila. Bar Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility – Ethics Hotline 
Victoria White, Esq., 800-932-0311 x 2214, 

Victoria.white@pabar.org
Phila. Bar Professional Guidance Hotline 
215-238-6328

Legalethics.com
Pennsylvania Ethics Handbook (PBI)
Abanet.org/adrules
ABA/BNA Lawyersʼ Manual on Professional Conduct 4
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Are You a Cybersecurity Expert?
• Hackers
• IP Spoofing
• Social engineering
• Man-in-the-middle spoofing
• DNS Poisoning
• Trojan
• Cracks
• Viruses
• Eavesdropping
• Spam
• Spyware
• Malware

• Ransomware
• Password Cracking
• Network sniffing
• Back door/trap door
• Tunneling
• Website defacement
• Phishing
• TCP/IP hijacking
• Replay Attacks
• System tampering
• System penetration

31
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•Did you? 

7

Are You a Cybersecurity Expert?

•Did you? 

8

Are You a Cybersecurity Expert?
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Cybersecurity

•Cybersecurity is every attorneyʼs 
and every law firmʼs 
responsibility. 

9

Cybersecurity
•Cybersecurity incidents are typically classified in 
three categories:
•Access or loss of sensitive or personal information –
known as impacting confidentiality
•Possible modification of sensitive or personal 
information – know as compromising integrity
•Destruction or loss of availability to sensitive or 
personal information – known as reducing 
availability. 

10
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Types of Threats

•Ransomware
•Email Threats
•Spam Email
•Phishing Email
•Spear Phishing Email 11

Types of Threats

•Social Media Threats
•Checking Activity Logs
•Checking Mobile & Bandwidth Usage
•Public Wifi

12
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Duty To Safeguard

Ethics Rules
Common Law
Contracts
Laws & Regulations

13

Duty To Safeguard

14

Rule 1.1 Competence
Rule 1.6 Confidentiality
Rule 1.4 Communication
Rule 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 Supervision
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Lawyers can no longer stick their 
heads in the sand

15

16

Lawyers can no longer stick their 
heads in the sand
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Aug. 2012 Model Rule Amendments
Model Rule 1.1 (Competence)
[Amendment To Comment:] 

Maintaining Competence
“…a lawyer should keep abreast of changes 
in the law and its practice, including the 
benefits and risks associated with 
technology…”

17
Pennsylvania Adopted November 2013

•As a result of changes that went into effect
on November 21, 2013, the Pennsylvania
Rules of Professional Conduct now require
lawyers to recognize and understand the
ethical issues that arise in a variety of
subjects, including technology
•This Rule change goes far beyond e-mail18

Lawyers can no longer stick their 
heads in the sand
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Aug. 2012 Rule Amendments
Model Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality Of 
Information) [Addition to rule:]

“(c) A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts 
to prevent the unintended disclosure of, or 
unauthorized access to, information relating 
to the representation of a client.” 

19Pennsylvania Adopted November 2013

•These technology-focused amendments
make it clear that lawyers can no longer
claim that technological ignorance is
acceptable.

20

Lawyers can no longer stick their 
heads in the sand
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•Although the framers of the new rule do not
specify what technology the rule addresses,
there is only one logical conclusion:
•The new Comment requires lawyers to be
aware of and consider the risks and
benefits of any technology that is relevant
to both their practices and their clients.21

Lawyers can no longer stick their 
heads in the sand

How To Keep Client Data 
Confidential

22
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Ethical, Legal 
& Practical Concerns

23

So How Do You Keep Your 
Client Data Confidential?

24
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Some Data Is Too Important to 
Be In The Cloud

25

26

Who is Reading Your E-mail?
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Would You Let The Mailman 
Read Your Mail?

27

28

Who is Reading Your E-mail?
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Would You Let Everyone 
Read Your E-mail?

• When you mail a letter to your friend, you 
hope sheʼll be the only person who reads it. 

• But a lot could happen to that letter on its 
way from you to her, and prying eyes might 
try to take a look. 

• Thatʼs why we send important messages in 
sealed envelopes, rather than on postcards.

29

June 03, 2014

• Email works in a similar way. 
• Emails that are encrypted as theyʼre 

routed from sender to receiver are like 
sealed envelopes, and less vulnerable to 
snooping – whether by bad actors or 
through government surveillance – than 
postcards.

June 03, 2014
30

Would You Let Everyone 
Read Your E-mail?
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Encryption
Model Rule 1.6 Comment [19]

New Jersey Opinion 701 (2006)

California Formal Opinion No. 2010-179

Pennsylvania Formal Opinion 2011-200: 
Ethical Obligations for Attorneys Using 

Cloud Computing/Software 31

ABA Ethics Op. 477R (May 22, 
2017): Securing Communication Of 

Protected Client Information
•Issued because of new concerns about 
cybersecurity and client confidentiality.
•“Routine communication with clients” –
encryption generally not required.

32
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ABA Ethics Op. 477R (May 22, 
2017): Securing Communication Of 

Protected Client Information
•Special security precautions may be required to 
protect against inadvertent or unauthorized 
disclosure of client information when required 
by agreement with the client or by law, or when 
the nature of the information requires a higher 
degree of security.  Look to factors in PA RPC 
1.6, Cmt. [25]. 33

Are Additional Security 
Measures Required?

Consider:
•Sensitivity of information
•Likelihood of disclosure if additional safeguards 
are not employed
•Cost of employing additional safeguards
•Difficulty of implementing the safeguards
•Extent to which the safeguards adversely affect 
the lawyerʼs ability to represent clients (e.g., by 
making a device or important piece of software 
difficult to use).

26
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Cybersecurity Issues

35

Cybersecurity Issues

36
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Lots Of Leaks & Hacks

•The Panama Papers were an unprecedented 
leak of 11.5 million files from the database 
of the worldʼs fourth biggest offshore law 
firm, Mossack Fonseca.

37

Responding To Threats

•Social Media Threats
•Checking Activity Logs
•Checking Mobile & Bandwidth Usage
•Public Wifi

38
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39

What Are The Essentials Every 
Law Firm Must Address?

40

•Have a Law Firm Incident Response Plan
•Every person in the firm must be 
familiar with the Plan
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Incident Response Plan
•You must have a plan
•Do a risk assessment
•Do due diligence on every vendor
•Contracts must set expectations, 
mitigate risks and allocate liability

41

•Assure client confidentiality
•Monitor vendor performance
•Allocate risks 
•Consider remedies
•Consider termination
•Insurance

42

Incident Response Plan
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What Are The Essentials Every 
Law Firm Must Address?

43

•Have mandatory firmwide policies
•Internet Usage
•Client Data
•Email
•Software and other items in use at the 
firm

Responding to Ransomware 
Incidents

44

•Four Options:
1.Restore your system and files from a 

backup
2.Start with a fresh operating system 

installation and accept that your files are 
gone forever
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Responding to Ransomware 
Incidents

45

•Four Options:
3. Pay ransom – no guarantee youʼll receive 

a restore key – not recommended!
4. Hope security researchers or law 

enforcement can provide alternative ways 
to get the encryption key to restore your 
files – this rarely happens!

Fixing Infected Personal Devices

46

•Do not connect to your own network or 
backups
•Connect the device to a separate 
connection to scan for a virus or malware 
– and (hopefully) backup critical and 
important files to another removable drive 
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Fixing Infected Personal Devices

47

•Scan backup files for any sign of malware 
– and only restore them if they are not 
infected
•Assume any data stored on an infected 
device has been stolen and is in the hands 
of a cybercriminal

Fixing Infected Personal Devices

48

•Assume USB devices used with device are 
infected – and scanned for malware
•Assume Internet services accessed using 
the device may have been compromised, 
including passwords for banks, financial 
entities, email, and social media accounts, 
including social logins that connect you 
with other Internet accounts
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Changing Passwords, and More

49

•Immediately reset the passwords of ALL 
critical and sensitive accounts
•Start with bank, email, firm-related and 
social media accounts
•Review any two-factor authentication 
settings
•Review your password manage

Password Strength
•A strong password is 8-16 characters, 
including upper and lower case letters, 
numbers and special characters  
•The longer it is (>8 characters), the more 
secure it is  
•Using all-too-familiar passwords such as 
“password” or placing the password on a 
sticky note and placing it on your computer 
defeats the purpose of any security

50
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Notifications

51

•Notify your firm, family, friends
•Alert them to be suspicious of emails, etc., 
that may contain malware
•Consider other notifications
•Clients
•Cyberinsurance carrier
•Malpractice carrier
•Other carriers

Encryption
•Encryption places or stores information in a 
format that cannot be easily understood by 
anyone other those authorized to access it
•Once a device is encrypted, a password is 
required for access
•There are many algorithms for different 
encryption schemes
•The ease of authorized access and strength of 
the encryption scheme determine its 
effectiveness

52
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Cyberinsurance

•Compare independent coverage versus a 
rider
•Types of coverage available :
•Business Interruption
•Business Owners Policy – Need coverage 
for computer viruses and harmful code, 
and for intentional actions by an employee
•Cyber Extortion 53

Cyberinsurance
•Types of coverage available :
•Crisis Management
•Criminal Rewards 
•D&O/Management
•Data Breach
•Identity Theft
•Liability

54
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Cyberinsurance

•Types of coverage available :
•Loss/Corruption of Data
•Property
•Social Media/Networking

55

Other Ways to Protect Yourself 

•Backup important data
•Limit sensitive information on social 
media
•Enable privacy and security settings
•Use a password manager
•Limit social logins (single sign-ons)

56
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Other Ways to Protect Yourself 

•Know your digital footprint
•Beware of public Wifi
•Run antivirus and antimalware scans 
regularly
•Install software updates regularly
•Think before you click

57

Questions

58
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